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Simple Summary: Many current cancer treatments also target healthy cells, leading to severe side
effects, including infertility. Alternative more cancer specific targets, not expressed in any healthy
tissue, would result in fewer side effects. To this aim we identified hundreds of genes expressed by
cancer cells that are normally only expressed during the embryonic development of reproductive
cells. Because these genes are not expressed in any healthy adult tissue, including the adult testis or
ovary, their possible targeting is likely not to have any side effects. Moreover, many of these germ
cell genes appear to contribute to typical cancer cell characteristics such as genome instability and
metastasis. We indeed found that a relatively high amount of germ cell genes in lung cancer leads
to a poor prognosis. We expect that these results will lead to a better understanding of cancer and
provide multiple new targets with reduced side effects.
Abstract: We have recently described a class of 756 genes that are widely expressed in cancers,
but are normally restricted to adult germ cells, referred to as germ cell cancer genes (GC genes).
We hypothesized that carcinogenesis involves the reactivation of biomolecular processes and
regulatory mechanisms that, under normal circumstances, are restricted to germline development.
This would imply that cancer cells share gene expression profiles with primordial germ cells (PGCs).
We therefore compared the transcriptomes of human PGCs (hPGCs) and PGC-like cells (PGCLCs)
with 17,382 samples from 54 healthy somatic tissues (GTEx) and 11,003 samples from 33 tumor types
(TCGA), and identified 672 GC genes, expanding the known GC gene pool by 387 genes (51%).
We found that GC genes are expressed in clusters that are often expressed in multiple tumor types.
Moreover, the amount of GC gene expression correlates with poor survival in patients with lung
adenocarcinoma. As GC genes specific to the embryonic germline are not expressed in any adult
tissue, targeting these in cancer treatment may result in fewer side effects than targeting conventional
cancer/testis (CT) or GC genes and may preserve fertility. We anticipate that our extended GC dataset
enables improved understanding of tumor development and may provide multiple novel targets for
cancer treatment development.
Keywords: primordial germ cells (PGCs); germline; germ cell cancer genes (GC genes); cancer/testis
genes (CT genes); oncogenesis; cancer treatment development; fertility preservation
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1. Introduction
Many genes have been identified that drive the transition from healthy cells into cancer cells.
Such oncogenes contribute to the acquisition of cancer-specific hallmarks [1,2], such as uncontrolled
cell divisions, angiogenesis, aberrant apoptosis regulation, and telomere maintenance. Targeting these
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Cancer and germ cells share many biological properties, such as “endless/immortal” propagation
and developmental potential. Indeed, we found that GC genes are involved in processes that can drive
and maintain tumor development [7]. This supports the hypothesis that cancer initiation and early
development (carcinogenesis) involves biomolecular processes and regulatory mechanisms that are
usually restricted to germ cell development [4,7,9–14]. To investigate this, we sought the oncogenic
potential of molecular regulation for the primordial germ cells (PGCs), the embryonic precursors
of the adult germ cells, which has not been investigated. Human PGCs are specified in the week 2
embryo by expression of the transcription factor SOX17 [15], resulting in global hypomethylation and
latent pluripotency. Moreover, the process can be recapitulated in vitro by using human pluripotent
stem cells [15–17]. Specified PGCs in embryos multiply extensively and migrate from their site of
origin in the proximal epiblast, through the developing hindgut, to the gonadal ridges during week
3 to 5 of human development [18]. As such, the physiology of PGCs includes processes that also
have been proposed as hallmarks of cancer, including continuous replicative potential via telomere
lengthening [19], deregulating cellular energetics [20], and invasive potential and metastasis [21].
Furthermore, DNA hypomethylation, in itself a characteristic feature of PGCs [22], is also a proposed
consequence of germ-cell-specific gene activity in tumors [23]. As these processes favor development
and survival of the cancer cell, investigating genes specific to PGCs and cancer has great potential
for tumor biology. When a therapeutic target is unique to cancer and adult germ cells, side effects
of targeting such gene products during cancer therapy would be limited to (temporary) infertility.
However, targeting genes specific to PGCs may not even result in any side effects because these gene
products are absent from the adult germ cells.
2. Results
To assemble an inventory of genes of interest, we explored the gene expression of tumor data from
the TCGA [24], normal tissue expression from GTEx [25] and primordial germ cell data from Irie et al.
2015 [15]. By applying similarly strict inclusion criteria as in our previous study [7] (Figure S1), here we
identify 672 genes that are expressed in primordial germ cells (i.e., either human PGCs derived from
week 5.5–8.5 embryos and/or in vitro derived PGCLCs representing week 2.5–3.0 of development) and
a wide variety of tumor types, while being virtually undetectable from the GTEx database of healthy
somatic tissues (Figure 1A, Data S2A). As they are expressed in the embryonic germline, we will refer
to these genes as “embryonic” GC genes; 348 genes (51%) are also expressed in mature germ cells
or testis tissue and have been identified as GC or CT genes before (Figure 1B, Data S2A). We thus
expand the known CT/GC gene pool [5–7] with 324 new genes that are restricted to the germline
and cancer (Figure 1C). We have visualized how custom inclusion criteria affect the results and their
overlap with other studies in a Web-based application, available from http://venn.lodder.dev. A Gene
Ontology (GO) analysis suggests that the 672 genes expressed in PGCs and cancer cells play roles in
unique processes, including the meiotic cell cycle, nucleic acid metabolic processes, nuclear division,
strand displacement, gene regulation, and stem cell population maintenance (Table S1, Data S2B).
2.1. GC Genes Can be Classified into Groups Based on Similar Expression Profiles in Cancer
To investigate whether subgroups of embryonic GC genes differ per tumor type, we performed an
unsupervised hierarchal clustering of the 672 embryonic GC genes and the 33 tumor types. This resulted
in five subgroups of genes that show similar expression within tumors, and three subgroups of tumors
that show similar embryonic GC gene expression profiles (Figure 2). GC genes in cluster 1 appeared
to be particularly expressed in lower grade glioma and glioblastoma, and pheochromocytoma and
paraganglioma, and that cluster seems to contain genes that regulate RNA metabolic processes (Table S1
and Data S3A). Gene cluster 2 mostly characterizes tumor group A, because it contains many genes
that are expressed in acute myeloid leukemia. These genes are associated with DNA-templated
transcription (Table S1 and Data S3B). The GC genes in cluster 3 appeared to include the majority of
genes that are highly expressed in testicular germ cell tumors and are not expressed in any other tumor
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In order to support the validity of the GC genes and the described clusters, we performed a gene
set enrichment analysis (GSEA), in which all 672 embryonic GC genes or the five clusters were defined
as gene sets. This analysis showed that embryonic GC genes are highly enriched among genes that
are differentially expressed between cancer and normal tissues in our dataset (enrichment score 0.83,
p = 0.000). This also independently holds for each of the five clusters (Figure S2 and Data S3F).
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2.2. Embryonic GC Genes are Often Expressed in Multiple Tumor Types
Besides these gene clusters, the set of 672 embryonic GC genes expressed in PGCs contains several
subgroups of interest, such as GC genes that are expressed in more than one type of cancer. In the
heat map (Figure 2) we observe that most genes are expressed in multiple tumor types, even though
the selection criteria allow for the inclusion of genes expressed in only one tumor type. Whereas 35%
of embryonic GC genes are expressed in only one tumor type, 138 embryonic GC genes (21%) are
expressed in at least half (i.e., 17 or more) of all investigated tumor types (Data S4A). Due to their
expression profiles across tumors of different origins, we hypothesize that these GC genes contribute
to hallmarks of cancer and that tumors may be dependent on expression of a large subset of GC
genes. Characterization by a GO analysis revealed that genes expressed in 17 or more tumor types
are responsible for proliferation (i.e., cell cycle processes and positive regulation of mitosis) and
genome instability (i.e., chromosome segregation; DNA repair and response to radiation) (Table S1
and Data S4B). Oppositely to this group, some genes have been included because they are expressed
in only one tumor type. This particularly holds for genes expressed in testicular germ cell tumors
(TGCTs), as they may resemble and originate from (primordial) germ cells. Eighty embryonic GC genes
(11%) have been included in our selection because of high expression in TGCTs (Data S5A), of which
70 are in gene cluster 3. Gene ontology analysis showed this subset of genes is involved in cellular
aromatic compound metabolic processes, reproductive processes, DNA (de)methylation, and stem cell
population maintenance (Data S5B). The other 592 embryonic GC genes (89%) are expressed in at least
one tumor type of somatic origin.
2.3. A GC Gene Signature Score to Rate Shared Properties between Cancer and the Germline
In the heat map (Figure 2) we observe that some tumors contain many more GC genes than others,
ranging from 84 in ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma and head/neck squamous cell carcinoma to
360 in skin cutaneous melanoma (Data S6A). A tumor’s similarity to the germline thus differs vastly
between tumors. In order to quantify this resemblance, we have combined our 672 embryonic GC
genes with the previously published 756 GC genes expressed in adult male germ cells [7] (total n = 1143,
Data S7A), and used the R2 bioinformatics platform [26] to obtain a signature score for each of the
917 publicly available cancer cell lines in the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia [27] (Figure 3). This score
represents the average percentile of the GC genes expression ranks within a particular cell line,
which may be used as a measure of germ cell resemblance. As somatic and non-somatic genes are
likely to affect each other’s expression in a tumor, we also used R2 to identify key genes that are not
necessarily in our dataset but correlate with the expression of GC genes. We identified 223 genes
whose individual expression positively correlates (R > 0.5 and p < 0.05) with the GC signature scores
(Data S7B) and 277 genes that negatively correlate (R < −0.5 and p < 0.05) with the GC signature scores
(Data S7C). Interestingly, only 52 of the 223 genes (23%) that positively correlate with the GC signature
are GC genes, suggesting that genes leading to activation of the germline program in developing cancer
cells may not be expressed in, or exclusive to, the germline.
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column L). We continued to use the HPA’s pathology data, containing 20 tumor types, to validate
which GC proteins are expressed in tumors, and found that 429 embryonic GC proteins, out of 496
available in the HPA, are expressed in at least one tumor type (Data S2A, column M). Moreover, 284 of
these embryonic GC proteins are expressed in at least half of the 20 HPA tumor types.
In addition to the HPA, we used three downloadable mass spectrometry datasets from the
Clinical Proteomic Tumor Analysis Consortium (CPTAC) that contain proteomics data for tumor
types and matched normal tissues. For LUAD [29], 111 of 206 available embryonic GC proteins
(54%) showed higher median protein expression in tumors compared to normal tissues (Data S2A,
column N). For colon adenocarcinoma [30], 53 of 90 available embryonic GC proteins (59%) showed
higher expression in tumors compared to normal tissues (Data S2A, column O). For uterine corpus
endometrial carcinoma [31], 141 of 205 of available embryonic GC proteins (69 %) showed higher
median protein expression in tumors compared to normal tissues (Data S2A, column P). In total,
protein expression data from either CPTAC or HPA were available for 444 embryonic GC genes,
of which 201 could be validated at the protein level (Data S2A, column Q). A GO analysis revealed that
these 201 embryonic GC proteins are responsible for chromosome segregation, cell cycle checkpoints,
DNA repair, and the meiotic and mitotic cell cycles (Table S1 and Data S12), similarly to gene cluster 4.
Indeed, 49% of the embryonic GC genes in gene cluster 4 are among those validated at the protein
level. The GC genes that remain unvalidated may be overexpressed in other tumor types than those
three, for which the proteome was not available from the CPTAC.
2.8. Combination of Subgroups
Finally, we searched for embryonic GC genes that are present in multiple subgroups of interest,
those being genes with (i) high embryonic germline specificity, (ii) cell surface expression, and (iii)
validation of protein expression according to either HPA or CPTAC data. We found that NAT1 occurs
in all subgroups of interest, and that HYAL4 encodes a cell surface protein and is highly specific to the
embryonic germline. Another 20 embryonic GC proteins were validated at the protein level and in at
least one other subgroup of interest (Table S2).
3. Discussion
We identified 672 novel germ cell cancer genes (GC genes) that are normally expressed in human
primordial germ cells but are ectopically expressed in a wide variety of tumors, most of which are
tumors of somatic origin. In addition to existing GC and cancer testis antigens (CT genes), this expansion
of the GC gene group is of particular interest to the development of anticancer therapies, as they are
not expressed in any healthy adult tissue. Of particular interest are 89 embryonic GC genes that are not
expressed in adult germ cells, whole testis tissue, or embryonic somatic gonadal tissue. These genes
appear to be involved in the epigenetic regulation of gene expression and gene silencing, which is
a key feature of both PGCs and carcinogenesis. As expression of these genes is usually restricted to
PGCs, and is thus absent in somatic tissues and adult germ cells, targeting the genes of this subset of
GC genes could lead to fewer side effects than existing therapies.
The expression of testis [5,6,32–36] and germ-cell-specific [4,7,37] genes in tumors has been
widely studied. However, gene expression of the embryonic germline had not yet been systematically
compared to cancer, despite being suggested in two key publications that sparked CT gene research [3,4].
We show herein that the similarities between cancer and the embryonic germline are widespread
and include processes that favor survival of the cancer cell. This finding further supports the
“soma-to-germline” oncogenic model, in which the upregulation of germline-specific genes promotes
cancer cell development and survival through the acquisition of germ cell-like properties [9–13]
(Figure 6). Driven by epigenetic changes, these properties are normally strictly isolated and controlled
within the germline, but may allow cancer cells to prioritize their own survival over the survival of the
soma. As a consequence, subsequently acquired (pseudo)meiotic functions may help the cancer cells
to disturb normal cell cycle regulation and DNA repair mechanisms in order to evade checkpoints
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posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression, which leads to the accumulation of RNA and the
absence of protein. Such posttranscriptional regulation, which also physiologically occurs in germ
cell development [8], may have led to the false inclusion of other genes as well. As the present study
is based on large datasets comprised of RNA data [8,15,24,25], this remains a notable point of caution.
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the accumulation of RNA and the absence of protein. Such posttranscriptional regulation, which also
physiologically occurs in germ cell development [8], may have led to the false inclusion of other
genes as well. As the present study is based on large datasets comprised of RNA data [8,15,24,25],
this remains a notable point of caution. We have attempted to validate these genes on the protein level
using the HPA [28] as a validation tool and found 37 putative GC proteins. Despite the increasing
reliability of the HPA, several drawbacks remain. Most notably, the antibodies are affinity purified
and may thus not be selective for the antigen. For example, NANOG is not expressed in testis tissue
according to the HPA, but a study we collaborated in has shown otherwise [50]. We have also used the
HPA for pathology data and three CPTAC proteomics datasets to validate the expression of embryonic
GC proteins, but protein-level data were not yet available for many embryonic GC genes. Therefore,
future research that further explores the therapeutic relevance of individual GC genes should also
investigate the GC genes’ encoded proteins or the phenotypic effects of GC gene expression.
As human PGCs differentiation includes dynamic events such as migration and global epigenetic
resetting [21], the stage at which they are isolated influences the results. The PGCs used in our
analysis were from human embryos that were 5.5–8.5 weeks old, which are similar to mouse PGCs
around embryonic day 13 [15,51,52]. Gonadal differentiation is already initiated at this stage [21,45,52],
allowing for the attribution of meiosis-related gene activity (gene cluster 4) to the initiation of meiosis
in female germ cells. While we hypothesize that PGC migration and cancer metastasis share features,
genes that drive this process were probably already downregulated in post-migratory PGCs used in this
analysis. It is also unlikely to be able to observe processes related to metastasis in GC genes expressed
in PGCLCs, as they represent pre-migratory PGCs in week 2–3. While this might be due to the technical
difficulty of isolating migrating PGCs, another challenge in “catching” migration-related processes in
our selection is that the tumor dataset only contains primary tumor samples [24]. This means that
the RNAs for these genes must already be present before possible metastasis in order to be included.
This could indicate that the tumors that express these genes are at an elevated risk of metastasizing.
Future research into the migratory potential of (early) germline cells could elucidate to what extent
this is the case. In addition, further research into the expression of GC genes in metastatic tumors may
yield more putative therapeutic targets that are involved in processes that allow for metastasis.
As human PGCs remain hypomethylated until week 16 [53], it is possible that many genes are
randomly expressed in PGCs, which is a feature shared by cancer cells. While we have attempted to
achieve tumor specificity through our strict inclusion criteria, a tumor’s true dependency on these
genes remains questionable. Even though we have utilized GO analyses to show that embryonic GC
genes may be involved in cancer, and that this mechanism of action is plausible, some genes may have
been included due to random activation as a consequence of global DNA hypomethylation. As a
tumor’s dependency on a potential therapeutic target can be a requirement for the success of a certain
therapy [14], this will have to be elucidated at the protein level for every individual gene level.
4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Datasets
In order to be able to make a selection, we merged several publicly accessible RNA expression
datasets (transcriptomes) into one file (Data S6B). In this process, we have used the transcriptomes of
hPGCs of week 5.5–8.5 of human embryonic development and PGCLCs representing PGCs in week
2–3 of human embryonic development [15] as base files. We then matched each gene to the expression
data from the following transcriptomes in one file (Data S6B):
•
•
•
•

The transcriptome of ESCs cultured in conventional media [15].
The transcriptome of embryonic somatic tissue, which surrounds the hPGCs in situ [15].
The transcriptome of adult male germ cells in various stages of spermatogenesis [8].
The Genotype Tissue Expression (GTEx) project, containing 17,382 samples from 54 healthy
(i.e., non-cancerous) tissues (Data S6C) [25].
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The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project, which aims to sequence untreated tumor samples of
high biopsy quality, containing 11,003 samples from 33 tumor types (Data S6A) [24].

4.2. Selection of Genes
As we compared gene expression levels from multiple sources with distinct distributions, we could
not simply compare those values between datasets. Thus, we determined a cut-off for each dataset
to include or exclude genes (Figure S1). To be sure that genes are expressed highly in hPGCs,
the minimum expression of each gene in any stage (week 5.5–8.5) was compared between female and
male hPGCs, after which the maximum value of the two was used to determine arbitrary inclusion
criteria. For PGCLCs, inclusion criteria were based on the averages of two samples. Genes showing
hPGC expression > 0.72 (33th percentile) or PGCLC expression > 0.50 (33th percentile) were considered
expressed (Figure S1A). Additional inclusion criteria were applied to the maximum RNA expression
levels per gene in all tissue/tumor types. Namely, genes that are not expressed in any normal tissue
(GTEx < 3.0, Figure S1B) and are expressed in at least one tumor type (TCGA > 2.3, Figure S1C) have
been included. The values represent the average normalized log2 (reads per million) in a varying
number of patient samples (Data S1B,C). These criteria include genes in the following percentiles: 74%
for hPGCs and PGCs, 13% for normal tissues, and 89% for cancer. As the inclusion criteria are arbitrary,
we have developed a web-based application that allows anyone to manually change the inclusion
criteria and observe how this affects the results: http://r2platform.com/gc_genes/.
4.3. Data Analysis
The TCGA (tumor) and GTEx (normal tissues) transcriptome data were downloaded as
“processed” matrices, like they are also used in their respective web-resources [8,15,24,25].
The data processing steps are described at https://docs.gdc.cancer.gov/Data/Bioinformatics_Pipelines/
Expression_mRNA_Pipeline/#mrna-quantification-command-line-parameters and https://gtexportal.
org/home/documentationPage#staticTextAnalysisMethods respectively. The expression estimations
used were transcripts per million (TPM) for data from the GTEx; FPKM-UQ for TCGA; and DEseq
for data from Irie et al. [15]. All expression values were converted to a log2 -scale in order to aid the
interpretation of fold changes. Since we applied extremes filtering independently on a per data type
fashion, different normalization schemes do not pose a problem. Genes that had no expression data
available from the GTEx and/or TCGA project were excluded (n = 1728, Data S6D), leaving 15,992 genes
for our analysis (Data S6B). From the GTEx database, we excluded 2 transformed cell lines. As adult
germ cells are present in testis and ovary tissue, we excluded “testis” and “ovary” as well in order to
allow for the inclusion of previously identified CT and/or GC genes. The RNA expression levels of
both PGC types (hPGCs and PGCLCs) from somatic gonadal tissue and ESCs were corrected for gene
length (expression/length*1000) to reduce the number of false positives.
Gene Ontology (GO) analysis was performed with DAVID Bioinformatics Resources [54] v6.8.
Gene set enrichment analysis was performed with MSigDB v7.2 [55]. Cellular component analysis was
performed by using the Panther 10.0 classification system [56]. Genes associated with the cell surface
were those attributed to GO term 9986. Data visualization was done in R2 [26] and the JavaScript
library D3. Protein expression was evaluated using the Human Protein Atlas (HPA) [28], available from
http://www.proteinatlas.org. For healthy somatic tissues, only proteins categorized as “not detected”
in all tissues except the seminiferous tubules and ovaries were classified as “validated”. GC genes
were validated at the protein level using publicly available HPA and CPTAC data. Validation criteria
for the HPA data were: (i) no protein detection in any healthy somatic tissue and (ii) protein detection
in at least one tumor type, where the protein was detected in at least 50% of investigated tumor
samples (maximum 12). GC genes were additionally validated at the protein level using data from
the National Cancer Institute Clinical Proteomic Tumor Analysis Consortium (CPTAC), for which we
specifically used datasets on lung adenocarcinoma [29], colon adenocarcinoma [30], and uterine corpus
endometrial carcinoma [31]. GC genes were considered validated at the protein level when the median
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protein expression in tumor tissues exceeded the median protein expression in matched normal tissues
in at least one of the three used CPTAC datasets. CPTAC data were acquired via LinkedOmics [57].
The GC signature scores were attributed using the “sample ranked geneset scores” function in R2,
which takes a list of genes and ranks these genes based on expression in a provided set of samples,
such as each of the 917 cell lines in the CCLE [27] or each of 515 lung adenocarcinoma tumor samples
in the TCGA dataset [24]. The signature score is the average percentile of these ranks, and may thus be
used as a measure for a cancer cell line’s similarity to the germline.
5. Conclusions
In addition to the previously identified CT and adult GC genes, we here identify 672 genes that
are expressed in PGCs and cancer, of which 48% have not been identified as CT or GC genes before.
Many of these genes are expressed in multiple tumor types. As these genes are highly specific to
tumors, and absent in adult germ cells and somatic tissues, targeting of their gene products is expected
to lead to very limited side effects in cancer therapy. We therefore anticipate that this data will not only
lead to a better understanding of tumor biology, but also to the development of improved diagnostics
and treatment options.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-6694/12/12/3812/s1.
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